2-Minute Reviews: Genre Fiction (2016)

Mystery/Thriller

Bakeshop mysteries: On Thin Icing by Ellie Alexander (Ashland)
The Booster Club & Slain in Schiaparelli by Angela M Sanders (Portland)
Violent Crimes by Philip Margolin (Portland)
Coming soon: Property of The State by Bill Cameron (Eugene)

Horror

Skullcrack City by Jeremy Robert Johnson (Portland)

Sci-Fi/Fantasy

Seriously Wicked by Tina Connolly (Portland)
The Phantom of Menace by Ian Doescher (Portland)
The Last Librarian (Justar Journal Book 1) by Brant Legg (Talent)
Every Anxious Wave by Mo Daviau (Portland)

Historical

Grog Wars by Anne Sweazy-Kulju (Pacific City)
Portrait of a Woman in White by Susan Winkler (Portland)
Memory Weaver by Jane Kirkpatrick (Moro)

Romance

The Queen by Tiffany Reisz (Portland)
Sweetheart Deal by Polly Dugan (Portland)

Graphic Novel/Comic

Pretty Deadly/Bitch Planet-Kelly Sue DeConnick (Emma Rios does art for Pretty Deadly, Valentine De Landro does art for Bitch Planet)
Sex Criminals-Matt Fraction (illustrated: Chip Zdarsky)
Greg Rucka's Stumptown is an ongoing series with deep Portland roots.
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